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1 Executive Summary

Childhood nutrition is crucial to the maintenance of good health and the development of healthy lifelong habits. Failing to eat healthy meals can lead to obesity, diabetes, cancer, and psychological disorders \cite{13,12}. This federal government has created Acts such as the Healthy, Hunger-Free Kids Act of 2010 in an attempt to increase the nutritional quality of school lunches across the United States. However, this has led to many financial problems within many school districts. Healthier foods are generally more expensive, and they drive down participation in lunch programs nationwide because students claim the new meals are not tasty enough. No wonder so many school districts’ lunch programs are financially insecure. Our consulting team has been charged with mathematically analyzing the complex situation of school lunches across the United States. We will look into reconciling the preferences of the three major stakeholders in the school lunch programs: students, who are concerned about taste and quantity; school districts, who are concerned about costs; and the federal government, who is concerned about lifelong healthy eating habits.

We tackle this problem by creating a new and improved mathematical model to predict the required caloric intake of a student, computing the percentage of students that are currently nutritionally satisfied by school lunches, and creating a new lunch meal plan that is nutritionally balanced, filling, and cost-effective enough for school districts all over the country to implement.

Our team first set out to find the best way to calculate a student’s caloric requirements based on a number of factors. We analyzed several well-established equations and hypothesized that these equations would actually have a great deal of error, so we set out to create a new prediction equation. With raw data from the Institute of Medicine, we used a machine-learning function to optimize energy intake based on our factors (both physical and behavioral). Our equation ran with significantly less error than the well-established equations.

Next, we aimed to calculate the percentage of students that would be satisfied with a standard school lunch (850 calories). Using statistical methods on a distribution of high school students' physical and behavioral factors, we determined that, nationwide, 60% of students would have their caloric needs met by a standard school lunch. Interestingly enough, this number varied greatly with geographic location. We hypothesize that this difference in satisfaction stems from a difference in activity and obesity levels. Furthermore, we saw an inverse correlation between socioeconomic status and obesity levels. This suggests that perhaps an increase in socioeconomic status would increase the percent of satisfied students. The USDA should note that socioeconomic factors may also need to be controlled in order for children across the nation to eat healthy.

Finally, our team created a tasty, nutritionally balanced, and inexpensive lunch meal plan. By compiling data for per ounce costs of various food groups, we determined that a $6 per student per week budget was just sufficient to provide fully nutritional lunches based on guidelines set by the USDA. These lunches also met the caloric needs of the students. If our budget were increased to $7, we would increase the fruit, unprocessed meat, and portion sizes of our meal plan to better appeal to students’ tastes. This meal plan successfully satisfied the interests of our three stakeholders.

In this solution, we created a new model to determine required intake for a series of factors. We used this model to determine the percentage of students that have their needs currently met, and then created a new meal plan that would satisfy nutritional requirements while staying within cost. We propose that the USDA consider the new model we have created, and for them to incorporate the meal plan that our organization has created into schools on a pilot basis.
2 Introduction

2.1 Background

Nutrition and eating habits during childhood are key for the development of healthy bodies. Our world is currently facing a nutritional crisis. In the last thirty years, childhood obesity has doubled in children (7% obese in 1980 to 18% obese in 2012) and quadrupled in adolescents (5% obese in 1980 to 21% obese in 2012) [10, 20].

Childhood obesity is a problem that has significant implications in both the short-term and the long-term. 70% of obese children have risk factors for heart disease [13], and these children are more likely to develop prediabetes, a condition that leads directly to Type II diabetes [16]. Obese children also suffer psychological and emotional problems due to predatory social interactions with other children [12]. In the long run, obese children will likely become obese adults with higher risk for stroke, cancer (breast, colon, endometrium, esophagus, kidney, etc.), and arthritis [15].

Scientists have determined that childhood obesity is the result of “caloric imbalance,” which generally means that the number of calories taken in is far greater than the number of calories expended during the day [11]. In addition, not all calories are made the same; calories from fresh vegetables and lean meats are nutritionally different than fast foods. Children should consume the correct number of calories while maintaining balanced consumption of food categories in order to have the least risk of becoming overweight or obese.

2.2 Problem Restatement

Since students K–12 may eat up to one third of their meals at school, it is critical for school meals to be nutritionally balanced. The Healthy, Hunger-Free Kids Act of 2010 aims to make school lunch meals healthier for children across the United States. However, there exists conflict between the three major stakeholders of this program. Students would like their meals to be tasty and filling. School districts would like to minimize cost so that schools can be more financially sustainable. The federal government would like to promote long-term healthy eating habits in all children across the United States.

The USDA has asked our consulting firm to produce a report containing our recommendations for how these three stakeholders can be reconciled. The agency would like us to consider three main concerns:

1. How many calories does a child need for lunch? We would like to take into account many different factors such as age, weight, and physical activity level to determine the adequate consumption level for any individual student.

2. What percentage of students have their needs met by the average school lunch? The guidelines given by the Healthy Hunger-Free Kids Act of 2010 are formulated for the average student. We want to determine the percent of students whose caloric needs are met if all students are fed a standard school lunch.

3. How can a healthy meal be financially feasible? We aim to optimize a nutritious and balanced lunch plan in terms of food groups for a school district that has a weekly per-student allocation of $6–7.
3 Planned Approach

Below is an overview of our planned approach toward creating solutions for the three problems given to us by the USDA.

1. A model will be developed to calculate calories required for lunch based on existing equations made by the Institute of Medicine (IOM), which takes into account a person’s age, gender, size, and physical activity. We will verify these equations by creating our own using raw data and a multivariate linear regression. These equations will then be modified to incorporate additional factors of ethnicity, sleep, and breakfast.

2. We will develop a model that simulates the satisfaction of the entire US and regional populations. Satisfaction is determined by observing whether their lunch caloric intake requirement is met based on seven variables. We plan to do this by using a large sample size using distributions extracted from provided data and calculating their required caloric intake.

3. We will create a tasty and nutritionally balanced $6 meal plan by first examining the USDA recommended portions of the different food groups. An average cost per ounce of each group will be calculated using the per unit prices of representative foods within the group, and the recommended portions will be adjusted to meet the budget. We will then examine what changes can be made to taste or nutrition with a $7 budget.

4 You Are What You Eat

Every student requires a different daily caloric intake during lunch to maintain good health. This caloric intake depends on several physical attributes (gender, age, weight, height, and ethnicity) as well as lifestyle choices (activity level, sleep patterns, and whether they ate breakfast). We studied existing models developed by the Institute of Medicine [18] and then developed two multivariate regression models using machine-learning and the factors listed below to determine the caloric intake for lunch. We also looked to incorporate varying amounts of sleep, as well as ethnicity and whether the student ate breakfast that particular day.

4.1 Assumptions

We make the following assumptions in creating our model.

- **Children eat 3 meals per day.** This traditional meal structure makes sense given the size of a school meal. Students would have to eat at least one more meal at home in order to meet their caloric requirements. In addition, most students eat breakfast at home before school [5].

- **Each meal (breakfast, lunch, dinner) contains one third of a child’s daily calorie intake.** Each person has different eating habits; some eat a large breakfast while some consume the most at dinner. Over the entire population, we assume that these patterns average out to an even distribution for all three meals. Moreover, after online research, we found no evidence to the contrary of this assumption.

- **Eating breakfast has a significant impact on metabolic rate.** A study done at Northumbria University shows that people who eat breakfast consume 17% fewer calories throughout the day [9].
• There is no appreciable difference in metabolic rate between different ethnicities (African Americans have a 0.97% lower metabolic rate on average according to a study in the *American Journal of Chemical Nutrition*) [21].

• The average K–12 student requires 8 hours of sleep to be considered “well-rested.” It has been shown that children who are not well-rested require 5% more calories throughout the day [17].

• Obesity is defined as a body mass index (BMI) of 30 or higher, which is the 95th percentile. Overweight is defined as a BMI of 25 to 30, which correlates to 85th–95th percentile [6].

4.2 Model Design

There are many existing equations that calculate recommended caloric intake (e.g., Harris–Benedict, IOM, etc.). However, these equations only account for age, gender, weight, height, and activity level. It is clear that there are many factors besides those listed above that affect how many calories we consume. For example, it has been shown that sleeping more leads to fewer calories consumed. Our model incorporates several additional factors (amount of sleep, breakfast) to more accurately calculate calories needed in a school lunch.

4.2.1 Estimated Energy Requirements

We first observed caloric intake recommendations made by the Institute of Medicine in a 2005 study on dietary reference intakes [18]. This study created four equations, separated by gender and obesity, that take into account age, height, weight, and physical activity. The Institute of Medicine equations are more applicable than others (like Harris–Benedict) because they make specific recommendations of the number of calories required per day, while older equations calculate the basal metabolic rate and total calories per day without specific recommendation of calorie count. Furthermore, the Institute of Medicine equations are the most recent and reflect new understanding of nutritional balance as defined by the 2005 Dietary Guidelines for Americans.

The physical activity level (PAL) is the ratio of total energy expenditure to basal energy expenditure (TEE/BEE), where TEE is total energy expended per day and BEE is energy expended during rest. The physical activity level categories are defined as sedentary (PAL 1.0–1.39), low active (PAL 1.4–1.59), active (PAL 1.6–1.89), and very active (PAL 1.9–2.5). The estimated energy requirement (EER) is given in the units of kcal/day and is equal to the sum of total energy expenditure and energy deposition. Below are the IOM’s EER equations:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Boys 3–8 years old:</th>
<th>$EER = 88.5 - (61.9 \times Age) + PA \times (26.7 \times Wt + 903 \times Ht) + 20$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Girls 3–8 years old:</td>
<td>$EER = 135.3 - (30.8 \times Age) + PA \times (10.0 \times Wt + 934 \times Ht) + 20$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boys 9–18 years old:</td>
<td>$EER = 88.5 - (61.9 \times Age) + PA \times (26.7 \times Wt + 903 \times Ht) + 25$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Girls 9–18 years old:</td>
<td>$EER = 135.3 - (30.8 \times Age) + PA \times (10.0 \times Wt + 934 \times Ht) + 25$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adults &gt; 19 – Men:</td>
<td>$EER = 662 - (9.53 \times Age) + PA \times (15.91 \times Wt + 539.6 \times Ht)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adults &gt; 19 – Women:</td>
<td>$EER = 354 - (6.91 \times Age) + PA \times (9.36 \times Wt + 726 \times Ht)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Overweight/Obese 13–18</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Male: $TEE = -114 - (50.9 \times Age) + PA \times (19.5 \times Wt + 1161.4 \times Ht)$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female: $TEE = 389 - (41.2 \times Age) + PA \times (15 \times Wt + 701.6 \times Ht)$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

• where Age is in years,
• physical activity, $PA$, is a unit-less coefficient defined as the ratio of total energy expenditure to basal energy expenditure,

• weight, $Wt$, is in kilograms, and

• height, $Ht$, is in meters.

Notice that in general, $EER = c_1 - (c_2 \times Age) + PA \times (c_3 \times Wt + c_4 \times Ht) + c_5$.

### 4.2.2 Improving Preexisting IOM Equations

We were interested in how the Institute of Medicine determined their equations for $EER$, so we examined the methodology detailed in their paper *Dietary Reference Intakes For Energy, Carbohydrate, Fiber, Fat, Fatty Acids, Cholesterol, Protein, and Amino Acids* [18]. Their study used a population of 525 subjects between the ages of 3 and 18 and collected data on sex, height, weight, BMI, BEE, TEE, and PAL of those individuals.

Looking at the equations the IOM devised to fit the data, we see that their fit hypothesis has four regression variables. Because this fit is relatively simple and thus susceptible to high bias (underfitting), we predicted that the existing function would not be able to fit the observed data with high precision. Thus, our team used a multivariate linear regression algorithm to find a degree-two polynomial that could output caloric requirements that better explained the experimental data.

Our function fits the age, weight, height, physical activity, sleep, and breakfast consumption of an individual to his/her estimated energy requirement (EER). The EER is defined as the average caloric intake needed to maintain energy balance and good health for an individual. It is essentially how many calories a person should eat in a day [8].

We created our model with raw data provided by a 2005 study conducted by the Institute of Medicine [18]. The study compared age, height, weight, BMI, and PAL to the observed BEE of an individual. The study had $n = 525$ and we used all values.

Let us put the problem in a machine-learning context. Suppose we have the data set below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Height</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>BMI</th>
<th>PAL</th>
<th>TEE = EER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>15.9</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>1684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.07</td>
<td>18.4</td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>1.39</td>
<td>1334</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.13</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>15.7</td>
<td>1.53</td>
<td>1483</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>58.5</td>
<td>22.3</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>2304</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>1.77</td>
<td>58.1</td>
<td>18.5</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>2713</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>1.62</td>
<td>60.3</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>1.95</td>
<td>2634</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Example rows of IOM data. We split into two data sets, one for males and one for females, as sex is a common biological covariate.

In the data given above, $x$ is the matrix of all data to the left of the double vertical line. Each data point input $x^{(i)}$ is a 6-dimensional vector in $\mathbb{R}^5$, and its output $y^{(i)}$ is its corresponding $EER$. So for example, the first data point input, $x^{(1)} = [3, 1.13, 20.3, 15.9, 1.56, 1684]$ and the first output, $y^{(1)} = 1684$. To perform linear regression on this data, we may let our hypothesis fit function be

$$h_{\theta}(x) = \theta_0 + \theta_1 x_1 + \theta_2 x_2 + \cdots + \theta_5 x_5,$$  

where $x$ is a new vector of input features, and $\theta$ is a parameter vector of weights $[\theta_0, \ldots, \theta_5]$ in $\mathbb{R}^5$.  
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However, we see that this hypothesis will only fit a linear combination of our input variables. In order to better fit our hypothesis to the data, let us introduce new features $x_7, x_8, \ldots, x_{14}$ such that $x_7 = x_1^2, x_8 = x_2^2, \ldots, x_{10} = x_5^2$. Let us further add the features $x_{11} = PAL \times Weight = x_3x_5$ and $x_{12} = PAL \times Height = x_2x_5$, as they seem to have biological significance according to the IOM.

Now, notice that we may rewrite $h_\theta(x) = \sum_{i=0}^{12} \theta_i x_i$ if we automatically set $x_0 = 1$ for each training example $x^{(i)}$. We may further simplify our notation by writing

$$h_\theta(x) = \theta^T x.$$  

(2)

Now, given our data points, (or training data), we measure how closely our hypothesis $h_\theta(x^{(i)})$ matches its corresponding $y^{(i)}$’s using the **cost function**. In this case, we use the least squares regression, given below:

$$J(\theta) = \frac{1}{2m} \sum_{i=1}^{m} \left( h_\theta(x^{(i)}) - y^{(i)} \right)^2.$$  

(3)

Next, we use the batch gradient descent method to find the best $\theta$ to minimize the cost function $J$. The algorithm runs as follows: we start with an randomly initialized value for $\theta$. Then, in each iteration of the gradient descent algorithm, we perform the update

$$\theta_j = \theta_j - \alpha \frac{\partial}{\partial \theta_j} J(\theta).$$  

(4)

Working out the partial derivative, we see that $\frac{\partial}{\partial \theta_j} J(\theta) = (h_\theta(x^{(i)}) - y^{(i)})x_j$, so we repeatedly perform the update rule above until the value of $J$ converges to a minimum. Gradient descent works rather well in the case of multivariate least-squares linear regression, as the local minimum is also the global minimum.

We wrote our algorithm to implement this approach in Octave. Figures 1 and 2 are graphs generated by Octave that show decreasing cost $J$ over the number of updates on $\theta$.

![Figure 1: Optimization of regularized cost function $J_{\text{reg}}(\theta)$ over the number of iterations for males](image_url)
Our machine-learning classifier’s outputs for vector $\theta$ for females is

$$\theta_{\text{female}} = [2188.775, -3.157, 28.330, 29.778, 19.333, 104.274, -3.748, 29.203, 30.968, 18.994, 102.959],$$

and for males, it is

$$\theta_{\text{male}} = [2651.236, 27.161, 49.374, 50.439, 35.854, 50.892, 23.244, 49.486, 49.942, 34.732, 49.080].$$

### 4.2.3 Additional Factors

Now, we modify our above equations to incorporate additional factors of sleep, ethnicity and whether the student ate breakfast. If a student sleeps 8 or more hours, they will need 5% fewer calories the next day [17]. In addition, if a student does not eat breakfast, they will, on average, eat 17% more calories for lunch [5]. As discussed in the assumptions (Section 4.1), incorporating ethnicity would not greatly change the output of calories needed. Our model will therefore recommend the same lunch caloric intake for all ethnicities if they share the same physical and lifestyle attributes. We can therefore modify our model with a simple multiplication operation.

Thus, our predicted estimated energy requirement for a given male or female student is equal to

$$EER = \theta_{\text{male/female}}^T x \times 0.95^{S-1} \times 1.17^{B-1},$$

where $S$ is 1 if the student is well rested and 0 otherwise, and $B$ is 1 if the student had breakfast and 0 otherwise.

### 4.3 Model Verification

To assess the strength of our model, we compare the caloric intake equations we determined to those created by the IOM [18]. We test both our model and their model using an unregularized cost function calculation of how well the input parameter $\theta$ fits the given data $x$. Our results are shown in the code in Figure 3.
\texttt{>> computeCost(X, y, theta\_male\_all) \%Our classifier’s values of $\theta$ for males}
\texttt{ans = 1.3570e+04}
\texttt{>> computeCost(X, y, IOM\_male\_9-18) \%The IOM’s values of $\theta$ for males}
\texttt{ans = 1.3027e+06}
\texttt{>> computeCost(X, y, theta\_female\_all) \%Our classifier’s values of $\theta$ for females}
\texttt{ans = 1.1311e+04}
\texttt{>> computeCost(X, y, IOM\_female\_9-18) \%The IOM’s values of $\theta$ for females}
\texttt{ans = 1.3568e+06}

Figure 3: Octave code output of cost function of our hypothesis and the IOM’s EER equation hypothesis.

Comparing the values of the cost function given our values of $\theta$ to the IOM’s, we see that our regression is able to fit the given training data in the study with higher precision. Furthermore, our hypothesis works for all age groups from ages 3 to 18 (the ages in the data set), whereas the IOM provides different equations for different ages. Our cost is significantly lower than theirs in all cases.

4.4 Overview of Results

Our final model to determine calories needed in a school lunch takes into account a host of factors: age, gender, ethnicity, weight, height, physical activity, hours of sleep, and breakfast intake. It is shown below:

\[
\begin{align*}
EER_{\text{male}} &= 1691.864 \cdot Age + 32.212 \cdot Ht + 56.211 \cdot + Wt + 54.507 \cdot BMI 37.117 \cdot PALo 54.168 \cdot Age^2 \\
&\quad + 27.695 \cdot Ht^2 + 57.508 \cdot Wt^2 + 55.046 \cdot BMI^2 + 35.508 \cdot PALo + 52.375 \cdot PA \cdot Wt + 58.604 \cdot PA \cdot Ht,
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
EER_{\text{female}} &= 1742.444 \cdot Age + 17.232 \cdot Ht + 43.563 \cdot + Wt + 31.558 \cdot BMI 16.958 \cdot PALo 80.131 \cdot Age^2 \\
&\quad + 1.408 \cdot Ht^2 + 40.101 \cdot Wt^2 + 23.524 \cdot BMI^2 + 14.751 \cdot PALo + 80.059 \cdot PA \cdot Wt + 56.399 \cdot PA \cdot Ht.
\end{align*}
\]

5 One Size Doesn’t Necessarily Fit All

5.1 Assumptions

- Students in 9th grade are fourteen years old, in 10th grade are fifteen, and so on. We make this assumption because the data we use is given by grade level instead of age. This number represents the age a student will be when he/she enters a grade.

- Distributions within specific attributes are even. Our data is given to us in discrete levels (e.g., sedentary, somewhat active, etc.). Since we do not know the distribution within each level, we assume it to be even. We found no literature disproving this assumption.

- The standard school lunch contains around 850 calories \textsuperscript{3}. Each day’s lunch for each school district will vary, so keeping the value constant at 850 calories greatly simplifies our calculations.

- We assume that the grade distributions for high schools are even, with 25\% of the student body being in each grade.
5.2 Model Design

We set out to develop a model that determines the percentage of individuals whose needs are met by the current standard lunch offered by schools. Using our team’s equation that was developed in Section 4.2.2, we were able to calculate caloric requirements at lunch for any given student. We combined this equation with the distribution of attributes determined by a Centers for Disease Control study in order to determine every student’s requirement \([19]\). Knowing every student’s caloric requirement, we were able to calculate the percentage of students that would be nutritionally satisfied by the caloric content of a standard school meal.

This model was created in C++. The program iterated through several lists that each described an attribute (age, weight, etc.) with a nested if-then loop structure. The loop structure guaranteed that all combinations were accounted for, and the lists took relative frequencies into consideration (e.g., in a 100-person sample, 20 are obese and 15 are overweight). The algorithm of the program is summarized below:

- Create global variables of total individuals and calorically satisfied individuals. These variables are not yet initialized but will eventually store final values.
- Define the function from problem 1 to determine the necessary caloric intake at lunch based on all attributes in Section 4.
- Define arrays of attribute distributions, making sure that the relative frequency of attributes from the data set is preserved. Based on the percentages found within the dataset, there can be up to 100 elements in each of the attribute arrays.
- The main program runs through an eight-level nested for loop and an if-then loop for each attribute array and adds one to the calorically satisfied variable if the number of calories required for a certain individual is less than 850.
- Display the success percentage.

After performing this analysis on a national scale, we wanted to separate the data into distinct geographic regions and examine what differences, if any, would arise. We split the country into four regions and used regional data from the CDC data set as input to our program. It is important to note that data was not available for many states. We therefore did not consider these areas within our four distinct regions. In total, we were able to find data for 42 different states.
5.3 Data Collection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Region</th>
<th>Percentage Satisfied</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Entire US</td>
<td>60.01%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>West</td>
<td>75.69%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Midwest</td>
<td>72.95%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Southeast</td>
<td>41.48%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northeast</td>
<td>45.47%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Individuals with satisfied caloric needs

5.4 Model Justification

This model’s strength is that it analytically finds the percentage of satisfaction over a large population size. Due to the different combinations of variables involved, we develop a 20 million sample size, which allows for high representation. This model accurately incorporates the distribution of all of the eight variables into one factor, effectively reducing a function of seven dimensions into a simple inequality.

5.5 Overview of Results

From Table 2 we observe that the entire United States exhibits a total high school student satisfaction percentage of approximately 60%. From this statistic, we can see that many students are not receiving the number of calories they need to sustain growth. We recognize that larger lunches would incur higher costs for school districts, but the trade-off is a healthier lifestyle for students.
When we looked at the geographic data from Figure 5, we found several interesting results. The west and the midwest regions of the United States had far higher values for the percentage of students that were satisfied (calorie-wise) with school meals than the southeast and the northeast. We wanted to see why this was the case. In order to do this, we broke down each region into the distribution of activity and obesity/overweight. Higher values of obese and overweight students would raise the caloric requirement at lunch, as would higher values of activity. Therefore, in regions where students were more overweight or in regions where students were more active, the percentage of students satisfied by school lunches would be lower. We can see in Table 5 that in the northeast, the percentage of students that are active are indeed higher relative to the other regions. In the southeast, the percentage of overweight and obese students are noticeably higher than those in other regions of the nation. From this simple analysis, we can see that because students in the northeast and southeast are either more obese or more active than their counterparts in other regions, they are less likely to be satisfied with school lunches.

After we did this, we wanted to know why the southeast had such a high percentage of students that were either overweight or obese. We hypothesized that obesity was influenced by the socio-economic environment of the region. In order to see if this was the case, we used US Census data to find the average household income for each region, and divided by the relative cost of living in each region to find a standardized average household income level. 

![Table of Household Income and Cost of Living](image-url)
From Figure 6, we can see that the average household income relative to cost of living values for the southeast are much lower than the values for the rest of the nation. We can claim that there is some kind of correlation between socioeconomic environment and obesity and overweight. This may be because processed foods (which are generally not very healthy) are cheaper than fresh vegetables and fruits.

6 There’s No Such Thing as Free Lunch

There clearly exists a trade-off between the interests of the three stakeholders: the students, school districts, and federal government. While healthy food is no doubt better for the students, they often consist of leafy greens and whole grain products that students simply do not enjoy eating. The federal government wants students to be nutritionally well-rounded, but healthy foods also tend to be more expensive. Coupled with the effect of fewer students buying lunches, school districts are faced with a large financial burden.

We aim to create a meal plan that will be (1) tasty and (2) nutritionally wholesome and (3) cost under $6 a week per student. While our desired result is the fulfillment of these three goals, we began by tackling the latter two—creating a meal plan that is within the budget of the school and provides students all essential servings of grains, proteins, dairy, vegetables, and fruit.

6.1 Assumptions

- There are an equal number of girls and boys enrolled in school.

- We define a nutritionally balanced diet using the recommendations of MyPlate created by the USDA.

- A cup of dairy is 8 fluid oz.

- A cup of fruit or vegetables is 8 oz. It is not considered to be 16 oz. to account for air space.
• All necessary oils are provided through the cooking oils used when preparing other foods. We can safely assume this because the recommended amount of oil in a healthy diet is relatively little (5 tsp.).

• Suggested portions are appropriate for moderately active students. By the definitions provided by MyPlate, sizes are intended for “individuals who get less than 30 minutes per day of moderate physical activity, beyond normal daily activities” [7].

6.2 Model Design

We begin by examining the nutritional guidelines set by MyPlate for middle- and high-schoolers of both genders (Table 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Grains</th>
<th>Fruits</th>
<th>Dairy</th>
<th>Vegetables</th>
<th>Protein</th>
<th>Oils</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Males 14–18</td>
<td>14 oz.</td>
<td>16 oz.</td>
<td>32 oz.</td>
<td>20 oz.</td>
<td>12 oz.</td>
<td>1 oz.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Females 14–18</td>
<td>10 oz.</td>
<td>10 oz.</td>
<td>32 oz.</td>
<td>17 oz.</td>
<td>9 oz.</td>
<td>.8 oz.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Males 9–13</td>
<td>10 oz.</td>
<td>10 oz.</td>
<td>32 oz.</td>
<td>17 oz.</td>
<td>9 oz.</td>
<td>.8 oz.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Females 9–13</td>
<td>8.5 oz.</td>
<td>10 oz.</td>
<td>32 oz.</td>
<td>13 oz.</td>
<td>9 oz.</td>
<td>.8 oz.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: MyPlate suggested portions for 1 working week of lunches

Values provided by MyPlate were reported in terms of portions per day. To arrive at the values in the table above, we divided the daily suggested portions by three, then multiplied by five to find the expected portions for five school lunches.

We can see that 14–18 year old boys consume the most food, so by creating a meal plan that is within budget, nutritionally whole, and tasty for this demographic, we can safely assume that all other students are also covered.

To create our meal plan, we chose a variety of different foods intended to represent their respective food groups. We chose the foods arbitrarily, but we believe they can all be commonly found in the menu of a standard high school. In addition, they are all relatively healthy, and are essentially staple foods. Our chosen representative items are shown below:

Representative Foods:

• Grains: rice, pasta, bread
• Vegetables: spinach, carrots, lettuce
• Protein: chicken, beef, pork, beans
• Dairy: milk, cheese, yogurt (not frozen)
• Fruit: bananas, honeydew, oranges, cantaloupe

6.2.1 Adherence to Budget

We first decided to check whether we could fulfill the $6 per student per week criterion. This was easiest done by finding the prices for each of our representative foods and then converting to a per-ounce standard. The price per ounce for each individual item, (Table 4) as well as the average price per ounce of food group is shown (Table 5) below:
Table 4: Average costs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Food Group</th>
<th>Grains</th>
<th>Fruits</th>
<th>Dairy</th>
<th>Vegetables</th>
<th>Protein</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average Price per oz.</td>
<td>$0.129</td>
<td>$0.05</td>
<td>$0.046</td>
<td>$0.049</td>
<td>$0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suggested oz.</td>
<td>14 oz.</td>
<td>16 oz.</td>
<td>32 oz.</td>
<td>20 oz.</td>
<td>12 oz.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Price</td>
<td>$6.73</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Total costs

Using the prices above and food group requirements from Tables 4 and 5, we find that to create a fully balanced and nutritional lunch meal plan, it would cost approximately $6.73 per male student per week. Since we are only allotted $6 per student, we need to deviate slightly from the best nutritional proportions to create viable yet still healthy lunches. Grains and protein are the most expensive food groups, so by replacing 4.5 oz. of each of those groups with 4.5 oz. of fruits or vegetables, our modified cost is now $5.97. We believe this approach is both fiscally efficient and logical because of the high demand for fresh fruits and vegetables by current high school students [14]. Our final portions and costs are detailed in Table 6.

Table 6: Adjusted food amounts for boys 14–18

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Food Group</th>
<th>Grains</th>
<th>Fruits</th>
<th>Dairy</th>
<th>Vegetables</th>
<th>Protein</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average Price per oz.</td>
<td>$0.129</td>
<td>$0.05</td>
<td>$0.046</td>
<td>$0.049</td>
<td>$0.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suggested oz.</td>
<td>10 oz.</td>
<td>20 oz.</td>
<td>32 oz.</td>
<td>24 oz.</td>
<td>8 oz.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Price</td>
<td>$5.97</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 7: Total costs for girls

However, it’s important to keep in mind that we based our calculations on a 14–18 male standard, the high school demographic demanding the highest caloric intake per week. If we look at costs for the next highest demographic, 14–18 females, we it only costs $5.22 to purchase a perfectly nutritional meal for girls 14–18 (Table 7). If we average $6.73 (boys) and $5.22 (girls) using the assumption that the number of boys and girls is equal, the average cost of providing an optimally nutritious meal to one male and one female aged 14–18 amounts to $5.98, just under the budget.
6.2.2 Adherence to Optimal Caloric Intake

Now that we had confirmed the fiscal viability of the $6 budget, we turned to ensuring that every student would be able to meet their necessary caloric intake in a single meal setting. Like our strategy for confirming the budget viability, we first found the calorie content of each representative food, converted to a per ounce basis, then found the average calorie per ounce of each food group. Our results are summarized in Table 8:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Food Group</th>
<th>Spaghetti</th>
<th>Rice</th>
<th>Bread</th>
<th>Average</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Calories per oz</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>45.3</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>52.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fruits</td>
<td>Bananas</td>
<td>Oranges</td>
<td>Honeydew</td>
<td>Average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calories per oz</td>
<td>105</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dairy</td>
<td>Milk</td>
<td>Yogurt</td>
<td>Cheese</td>
<td>Average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calories per oz</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>88</td>
<td>43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vegetables</td>
<td>Lettuce</td>
<td>Baby Carrots</td>
<td>Spinach</td>
<td>Average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calories per oz</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protein</td>
<td>All Meats*</td>
<td>Black Beans</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calories per oz</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>55</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 8: Average calories

Again, following our template from our budget analysis, we then check to see whether the 14–18 male age group would be able to consume the ideal amount of calories during a single school lunch. If this is shown to be true, it indicates that there at least exists enough food for all other demographics to consume their ideal caloric intake as well. For the purposes of time, efficiency, and space, we chose not to include analysis of other demographics. Table 9 shows the total calories consumed in a week’s worth of suggested lunch time portions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Food Group</th>
<th>Grains</th>
<th>Fruits</th>
<th>Dairy</th>
<th>Vegetables</th>
<th>Protein</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average Calories per oz.</td>
<td>52.4</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suggested oz.</td>
<td>14 oz.</td>
<td>16 oz.</td>
<td>32 oz.</td>
<td>20 oz.</td>
<td>12 oz.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Calories</td>
<td>4001</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9: Total calories

Table 9 shows that in a typical week of school lunches, we expect the typical 14–18-year-old male to consume about 4000 calories. This equates to about 800 calories per lunch, which is almost exactly on par with the suggested daily calorie intake by the Institute of Medicine estimated energy requirement of 2438.5 calories per day (calculated for a 16-year-old male at the 50th percentile for both weight and height: 1.72m height, 66kg weight). As a side note, our own mathematical model for the same parameters returned an ideal intake of about 2550 calories per day, and we believe the deficit of about 50 calories per meal can be compensated by some minor snack at some point throughout the day, or any kind of drink.

6.3 Additional Funding

We can also consider the effects of an increase in meal funding by pushing the budget per student per week up to $7. One notable strength of our current model is our ability to adhere to the more stringent $6/week limitation and still provide students with enough nutritional value to meet their individual needs. Therefore, we determined that our extra dollar should be used to improve
taste and encourage more students to eat school lunch. Some portion of this additional funding can also be used purchase additional food.

To improve taste, we looked at student preferences from a 2013 survey conducted in Iowa Public School Systems [14]. The survey indicated that 73.5% of students were dissatisfied with their school meals after the Healthy, Hunger-Free Kids Act of 2010 was implemented. In their suggestions for tastier food, a large number of children indicated that they wanted more fruit and fewer processed foods in their meals. Therefore, we decided to budget our extra $1 toward fruit (5 oz. per week) and higher quality meats.

6.4 Model Justification

Averaging the cost of food for boys and girls does not affect the integrity of the model because our costs account for the raw food materials the school will be purchasing. All food will be prepared and students will be able to choose for themselves how much they would like to consume.

Our costs are merely those of the food and do not include shipping or handling. Nevertheless, we noticed that when ordering over $100 of food, as a school of hundreds or thousands would do, shipping and handling are usually free. In addition, the website we used for cost data did not offer food in bulk, school-appropriate quantities, so we can assume that costs would be even lower than those in Table 4.

While the MyPlate suggested portions are designed for students with somewhat active lifestyles, serving active and highly active students should not affect how much food is needed for two reasons. First, the number of fully sedentary students should balance out the higher nutritional needs of more active students. Second, highly active students involved in a varsity sports are generally more aware of their necessary higher food consumption and usually bring snacks of their own to supplement the school lunch. Though this claim is somewhat unbased, we believe it to be extremely reasonable.

6.5 Overview of Results

Overall, we successfully developed a lunch plan that fell within the $6 per week per student budget, provided nutritionally balanced meals (as defined by the USDA) for all students, and appealed to the average student’s palate.

Since all nutritional needs were met on a $6 budget, an extra dollar allocated to weekly student budgets would best be used by improving food quality and taste. This could be accomplished by purchasing more fruits, unprocessed meats, and making larger portion sizes.

Finally, we determined that even with the $6 budget constraint, the average caloric intake for a male would still hover around 800 calories per lunch, which lies almost perfectly in line with our daily calorie requirements suggested by the Institute of Medicine and our own mathematical models.

Therefore, we can conclude that we successfully created a student lunch meal plan that adequately meets the financial needs of school systems, nutritional requirements of the government, and finicky palate of the students.
7 Strengths and Weaknesses

7.1 Strengths

- Our equations for calculating lunch caloric intake take into account several additional factors that current equations do not, namely ethnicity, amount of sleep, and breakfast consumption. This allows for more inclusive and accurate results for lunchtime calorie needs.

- We indicate that our calorie intake model is in fact better than the IOM model by showing that our model has a lower cost function.

- Our distributions were created using an extremely large amount of data (20 million) and essentially factors were considered (gender, age, physical activity multiplier, height, weight, time slept, and breakfast consumption).

- Our meal plan is very inclusive and flexible because we use average costs for a food group rather than individual food costs. Depending on the preferences and availability of foods in different areas, our plan can be easily adjusted to accommodate all school systems.

- Our meal plan is able to satisfy the interests of all three stakeholders. Students have tasty meals, school districts have relatively low food cost, and the federal government can ensure the nutritional balance of K-12 students across the nation.

7.2 Weaknesses

- When individuals are hungry and are consuming food, a lag period exists in which the brain needs to communicate to the rest of the body that it is “full.” Therefore, if a student does not eat breakfast, s/he is more likely to overeat during lunch.

- In creating our distributions, we did not take into account race because it was not as available for state and regional data.

- In part 2, our model develops discrete values for all of the variables rather than utilizing probabilistic distributions. This might pose a problem with inaccuracy, but should not be very significant due to our large sample size.

7.3 Sensitivity Analysis

Changing coefficients of our mathematical model determined from Section 4 could prove detrimental to our data analysis conducted in Section 5. This is because the 800 calories provided by school lunches is close to the average caloric requirement for lunch for high school students. As a result, if either the coefficients of the model are manipulated in a fashion to increase the caloric intake by some amount or the amount of calories provided by a school lunch is decreased, we may observe a large perceived change in satisfaction ratings. However, our model is resilient to change in data, especially due to the nature of the model developed in part 2. A small change in variables will have almost no effect on the satisfaction percentage because we have a sample size of 20 million individuals.

To test the sensitivity of our distribution model, we chose to alter the average level of physical activity and calculated percent change in our satisfaction result. Table 10 illustrates these percentages. In the real world, if the bulk of students suddenly become more or less active, the school lunch will become less or more satisfactory, calorie-wise. Because the quality of the school lunch depends on this, it is important to calculate this sensitivity.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Physical Activity Multiplier offset</th>
<th>National Satisfaction Percentage</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>-0.20</td>
<td>82.92%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-0.10</td>
<td>73.30%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+0.00</td>
<td>60.01%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+0.10</td>
<td>42.91%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>+0.20</td>
<td>26.38%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10: Change in US satisfaction percentage vs. physical activity multiplier offset

As we can see in Table 10, changing the physical activity multiplier of the entire sample has a significant impact on the percentage of students that are satisfied with school meals. However, this will most likely not happen. Changing the PAM by 0.1 or 0.2 as done above means that the entire nation’s physical activity level shifts. This will only happen on a long-term time scale. In the short run, it is more likely that a school’s activity level shifts—which will not influence the national satisfaction percentage by much at all.

If the cost of food increases, our meal plan would need to change. Currently, our cost is just under the $6 budget cutoff, so any increase in resource price would necessitate sacrificing some nutritional value to meet our budget. If this were to happen, we suggest portions of grains and proteins, the more expensive food groups, to be cut and portions of fruits and vegetables to be increased. Similarly, if a particular nutritional or caloric minimum were to be imposed, we suggest an increase in portions of grains, fruits and proteins, food groups with a higher calorie per ounce ratio.

8 Future Work

- In our mathematical model devised in Part 1, we neglected to include consideration of body fat percentage versus basal metabolic rate. Studies have shown that different amounts of caloric intake are required based on body-muscle-to-fat ratio, and we wish to incorporate this into our model in the future.

- Socioeconomic standing is also a large factor in determining the diet of individuals: those who are at a lower socioeconomic standing will tend toward buying less expensive, less nutritious, but more caloric foods. This causes a higher incidence of obesity in their population, greatly influencing their daily required caloric intake.

- We want to incorporate ethnicity as a factor in our distributions in Section 5 to more accurately represent the diverse populations in this country.

- We would like more raw data in order to further train the model that we created in Section 4. Doing so would result in a more accurate predictor of caloric needs.
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